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Kermit:I'm very sorry I didn't get back to you sooner.  I was at the JFK library during the last two days and 

today we have had several emergencies.David and I went out to NSA last week to talk with their Deputy 

General Counsel.  He is now actively involved in the matter and we look forward to a much better interaction 

with the Agency.  He suggested that the Board be brought out to NSA to have a full-scale briefing and show.  

That is now tentatively scheduled for the January  23-24 period.  David and I think that it would be appropriate 

for the Board to review and decide on the NSA postponements after that trip.  I think that it might be best for 

you, me, and probably Col. Wray to go back and talk in depth with specific people after that  Board meeting.  

What do you think?Your proposed December date does not, in any case, work for me in terms of going to NSA.  

It certainly would be fine for reviewing NSA records etc. in the office.I saw pictures of you cold front passing 

over Ohio on its way to DC.  Try to hold it out there a little longer.Best, JeremyTo:	jeremy_gunn @ jfk-arrb.gov 

@ Internetcc:	barryz @ HUMANITIES1.COHUMS.OHIO-STATE.EDU @ Internet (bcc: Jeremy 

Gunn/ARRB)From:	kermith @ HUMANITIES1.COHUMS.OHIO-STATE.EDU @ Internet @ WORLDCOM   

Date:	11/02/95 08:32:19 AM CSTSubject:	NSA     Jeremy, greetings from Columbus. I've been through my 

schedule and      find that the best day for me would be December 11, the day before our      December board 

meeting. I could come on Sunday, the 10th, and work all      day with you and others on the 11th. 

Unfortunately, I just do not have      another free day between now and then.  I am having an action filled      

end of the year.  Give me your thoughts on whether this date would      work for you. I know you would like to 

do it sooner, but I just can't      find the time.          Cheers,          Kermit 
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